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Contact : isirt@interpol.int

Initiatives to enhance
Cyber Security

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide No.48– Priority in 2008I have talked about how INTERPOL can support your activities in the fight against cyber crime and what services are available for your investigation.I hope my presentation helps you better understand the INTERPOL tools and activities to combat cyber crime.Thank you.



Core Functions 

Information security assurance

Information security incident response

What can INTERPOL bring?

Contents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide No.2 – Current Challenges (in Cyber Crime Investigation)I’ve divided my talk mainly into four parts.First, I would like to give you an overview of  INTERPOL, especially focusing on INTERPOL 4 core functions.Then, I am describing Current challenges in the fight against cyber crime. Today is cyber age. From the police point of view, I could say that cyber space is where crime is plotted, but its repercussion is felt by us in the real world. I will pinpoint what is the outstanding issue.After that, I am talking about INTERPOL Cyber Crime Initiatives, mainly what services INTERPOL can provide member countries and how INTERPOL can assist member countries in the fight against cyber crimeFinally, I would like to tell you Gaps we identified and Priorities we have given ourselves.



INTERPOL
• Created in 1923

INTERPOL is the world’s largest international 
police organisation, with 187 member-countries

• General Secretariat based in Lyon, France
+ Seven Regional Bureaus
+ Special Representatives:

- United Nations (New York)
- European Union (Brussels)

• UNODC initiative - Anti-corruption Academy

• Four official languages 
Arabic, English, French, and Spanish

• National Central Bureau (NCB) in each Member 
Country (MC)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide No. 3 – Interpol INTERPOL was born way back in 1923, based on the belief that unless a network of police cooperation were established internationally, then there would be a great likelihood that the calI of “officer in need of assistance” would not be heard by those who could help.Today, it has 187 member countries.  Police all around the world use Interpol’s secure global police communications system (called I-24/7) to share information, to coordinate their work, and to access Interpol databases.  In addition, INTERPOL provides police with operational support services. Interpol’s mission is to enhance police resources that already exist around the world by assisting organizations, authorities, and services whose mission is to prevent or combat international crime.  Interpol serves this mission by providing a forum through which police can communicate and share information, intelligence, and analysis, by providing database tools, by providing training that helps police build their crime fighting capacities, and by helping police coordinate their activities worldwide.  Interpol has a Headquarters (called the General Secretariat) in Lyon, France, and  operate seven (7) regional offices (called Sub-Regional Bureaus, in Argentina, Cameroon, Cote d’Ivoire, El Salvador,  Kenya, Thailand, and Zimbabwe) and a representative office at United Nations in NY.At these facilities, about  550 people, of 80 nationalities, including about 160 police officers seconded to Interpol by member countries.



National Central Bureaus - NCBs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide No. 4– The Interpol National Central Bureau (NCB)Each INTERPOL member country maintains a National Central Bureau (NCB) staffed by national law enforcement officers. The NCB is the designated contact point for the General Secretariat, regional offices and other member countries requiring assistance with overseas investigations and the location and apprehension of fugitives. It is also the gateway to police information and cooperation between the national police organization and their foreign counterparts.The role of an NCB is to participate in all of INTERPOL’s activities, providing constant and active co-operation – compatible with the laws of their countries – so that INTERPOL can achieve its aims.  The NCB is typically one division of a member country’s national police agency or investigation service, or is under the jurisdiction of the ministry or department in charge of public security or justice. The head of the NCB is usually one of the highest-ranking law enforcement officials in the country. Depending on the country’s size, the NCB may have only two or three officers responsible for all INTERPOL-related activities, or several tens of officers, with specialists in terrorism, fugitives, high-tech crimes, or trafficking in human beings, drugs or stolen property. Larger NCBs may have their own legal counsel or crisis management centers to handle urgent requests from other countries.Officers working in the NCBs carry out their daily work in the pursuit of international police co-operation but remain employed by their national administrations.



INTERPOL’s Core Function #1

Secure global
police

communications
services

Operational police
support services

Operational data
Services and
Databases for

police

Police training 
and

development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide No.6– INTERPOL 4 CORE Functions – 	              Core Function 1 Secure Global Police Communication Services



187 member countries are connected

I-24/7 communications system
Core function #1: Secure global police communications services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide No.7 – I-24/7  Communications System(Some of you may already know what I-24/7 is, I will briefly explain it.)INTERPOL developed the global police communications system known as I-24/7 to enable police to carry out secure communications throughout the world.INTERPOL’s I-24/7 communications system connects INTERPOL’s General Secretariat in Lyon, its regional offices and National Central Bureaus in every member country, creating a global electronic network for the secure exchange of police information and providing member countries with instant access to INTERPOL’s databases and other services. Canada was the first member country to be connected to the I-24/7 system on 20 January 2003. Today all INTERPOL member countries are connected to the system. The I-24/7 system can be expanded beyond the NCB to remote users on the front lines (e.g. customs, border control units, diplomatic offices, etc.). 



I-24/7 Architectures
Connecting police, securing the world

 High-security global police network
- VPN
- AES

National Security Officers (NSO)

Core function #1: Secure global police communications services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide No.8 – Architectures of the I-24/7 system   With the I-24/7 system, INTERPOL member countries are virtually linked, allowing police to exchange information easier, faster and in real time. 1. This is a Virtual Private Network, 2. Encryption is Triple DES.3. There is a National Security Officer in each NCB who is responsible for administration of the access to I-24/7.---------------------------------------------------4. The I-24/7 system also gives real-time access to the different INTERPOL operational databases, and relevant police operational and training information, making these INTERPOL services just “a mouse click” away from the NCBs. Only authorized and trained personnel have access to the system.



 Services available on I-24/7 Network
- NCB web portal
- Automated database queries
- Email (I -24/7 Message)

I-24/7 Features
Connecting police, securing the world

Core function #1: Secure global police communications services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide No.12 – Features of I -24/7 systemThe features of I-24/7 are as follows:First, you can access to the INTERPOL I-24/7 Portal Website.Second, using I-24/7, you can search and cross-check criminal data in a matter of seconds, with direct access to databases 3.  Last and the most important feature is that you can use I-24/7 Email system which is secure and easy to use.The I-24/7 system can be expanded beyond the NCB to remote users on the front lines (e.g. customs, border control units, even diplomatic offices, etc.). 5.   I assume that most of cyber crime units are not given to access to I-24/7 network at this moment.(So Let me show  you how it works)



• MIND Mobile INTERPOL Network Database
• FIND Fixed INTERPOL Network Database

MIND / FIND
Integrated solutions to access INTERPOL’s databases

Benefits of FIND and MIND:
• Brings the INTERPOL databases to the front line.
• Offers real-time information for front-line officers. 
• Allows external users to access INTERPOL’s 

databases. 
• No language barriers in technical integration.

Core function #2: Operational data services and databases for police

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MIND/FIND – INTERPOL data in the fieldINTERPOL believes the potential for the different INTERPOL databases to prevent terrorist incidents or serious crimes will significantly increase when police units in the field – such as border police, immigration officials - have a direct access to our databases. INTERPOL has developed a new technical “integrated” solution to make this possible, where possible using already existing infrastructure and through an automatic querying functionality. It is called MIND/FIND. This will enable front-line law enforcement officers to query reliable, accurate, up-to-date information related to lost/stolen travel documents, stolen motor vehicles and wanted criminals in real-time. Mobile INTERPOL Network Database (MIND) – provides “offline” access to INTERPOL’s databases at the national level for all countries that, for whatever reason, cannot implement FIND. Using the I-24/7 network, the INTERPOL General Secretariat (IPSG) can provide a country with the copy of the data that is uploaded to IPSG (Automated Search Facilities Data-Sets - ASF), which then can be accessed locally through communication between the national server and the local copy of the data (MIND device). MIND is entirely under IPSG’s control and IPSG is responsible for updates of the data.Fixed INTERPOL Network Database (FIND) – provides access to INTERPOL’s databases at IPSG through “online” integration and communication between the national server and IPSG’s server via I-24/7.



Searches (2006) Hits (2006) 

FIND: The Swiss experience

4,327,065

657,364

Swiss other NCBs

1,367

1,322

Swiss other NCB

SLTD database made accessible to 
20,000 Swiss front-line officers

in December 2005

Core function #2: Operational data services and databases for police

s

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Swiss experience - FINDIn December 2005, INTERPOL took a significant step towards realising this vision when Swiss authorities implemented FIND. Through this system, some 20,000 Swiss police officers throughout the country, including those in embassies, consulates and border points, now have real-time access to the INTERPOL stolen and lost travel documents and stolen motor vehicles databases. Each of these officers can now directly and instantly check INTERPOL’s database to ascertain whether a passport or vehicle is stolen or fraudulent. Since the implementation of the project, Swiss authorities have conducted more than 4 million searches of the SLTD database, generating more than 1,350 hits (more than all other countries combined).



General 
Secretariat

I-24/7 Email

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide No.10 – I-24/7 Email StructureAll incoming and out-going emails are through IPGS. It is automatic transfer owing to the system structure. No copies generate. Email server of IPGS is just relaying messages. 



6,4

9,6
8,7

10,8 11,2

5,0

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 May 2009

Traffic exchange through the network
(In Millions)

Core function #1: Secure global police communications services



INTERPOL’s Core Function #2

Secure global
police

communications
services

Operational police
support services

Operational data
Services and
Databases for

police

Police training 
and

development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide No.11– INTERPOL 4 CORE FunctionsSecond core function: Operational Data  ServicesINTERPOL has developed databases and data services at the global level that both mirror and complement law enforcement-related databases that exist at the national level.  



Wanted persons
Collect information
Warning about known criminals
Missing persons
Unidentified bodies
Special Interpol-UN Security Council

Threat Warnings
+ Diffusions 

INTERPOL Notices & Diffusions
Core function #2: Operational data services and databases for police

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide No. 12 – The INTERPOL Notices SystemThese databases include notices of persons wanted for arrest or suspected of criminal activity, the names of individuals who have been or who are currently under investigation by one of our member countries. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. There are currently six color-coded notices –  Red, Blue, Green, Yellow, Black,   Orange,  and Interpol-United Nations Special Notice. And diffusions.3. At the request of member countries, Interpol circulates electronic Notices that serve to alert police of fugitives, suspected terrorists, dangerous criminals, missing persons or weapons threats. Red Notice - to seek the arrest or provisional arrest of wanted persons with a view to extraditionBlue Notice - to collect additional information about a person’s identity or illegal activities in 	relation to a crimeGreen Notice – to provide warnings and criminal intelligence about persons who have 	committed criminal offences and are likely to repeat these crimes in other 	countries.Yellow Notice – to help locate missing personsBlack Notice – to seek information on unidentified bodies.Interpol-United Nations Security Council Special Notice - issued for groups and individuals 	associated with Al-Qaeda and the Taliban listed by the 1267 Committee of the 	United Nations Security Council and subject to sanctions through the freezing of 	assets, travel bans and arms embargoes. Orange Notice – To warn police, public entities and other international organizations of 	dangerous materials, criminal acts or events that pose a potential threat to public safety.	Another frequently used tool is a ‘diffusion’, a wanted persons message sent by NCBs through I-24/7, Interpol’s global police communications system. Unlike a more formal notice, a diffusion can be sent immediately by an NCB to some or all Interpol member countries.



INTERPOL Nominal data

8 792
10 014

11 938

16 092
17 534

19 488
17 935

9 357

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 May
2009

68 792 notices and diffusions
as of May 2009

Core function #2: Operational data services and databases for police

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide No. 13– Valid notices and diffusionsSince the conversion from the paper-based notice system to an electronic one, the number of issued notices and diffusions has increased steadily each year. 



Nominals

SLTD - Stolen and Lost
Travel Documents

DNA

Fingerprints SMV –
Stolen Motor Vehicles

ICAID -
Child Abuse 
Images

WOA –
Stolen Works of Art

INTERPOL Databases
Core function #2: Operational data services and databases for police

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide No. 14– Operational Services and databases for police1. INTERPOL databases also include:Nominal dataDNA profilesfingerprintsStolen and lost travel documentsstolen motor vehiclesStolen Works of Art DatabaseChild sexual abuse images2. These databases are accessible to all NCBs through  I-24/7 network. 3. These law enforcement-related data help police determine whether individuals or entities of interest to them have been or are of interest to police somewhere in the world, help to rescue children and help bring the perpetrators of serious crime to justice 



INTERPOL stolen and lost travel documents (SLTD) database

145 countries participating
as of June 2009

13 297 631
13 921 191

16 706 281
18 604 093

2006 2007 2008 June 2009

4 819 907

19 910 488

75 796 392
117 882 531

2006 2007 2008 June 2009

Core function #2: Operational data services and databases for police

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stolen and lost travel documents (SLTD) databaseSince the creation of the SLTD database in 2002, there has been a massive increase in the number of stolen and lost travel documents recorded.  



INTERPOL nominal database

172 980 177 236 174 256 174 165

2006 2007 2008 June 2009

704 345 1 102 071

7 302 822

25 179 479

2006 2007 2008 June 2009

32 Million
29 June 09

54 620

117 473

97 270

51 907

2006 2007 2008 June 2009

40 467
45 652

49 940
50 902

2006 2007 2008 June 2009

Core function #2: Operational data services and databases for police

187 countries participating
as of December 2008

Wanted

54 999
29 June 09

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nominal databaseThe INTERPOL nominal database contains names of suspects involved or linked to criminal cases and names of missing persons reported by member countries.

http://imagebingo.naver.com/album/image_view.htm?user_id=syung1019&board_no=16175&nid=4476�


INTERPOL stolen motor vehicle (SMV) database

121 countries participating
as of June 2009

3 677 898
4 247 396

4 641 016 4 707 830

2006 2007 2 008 June 2009

3 248 946
2 950 724

3 835 212

2 207 781

2006 2007 2008 June 2009

33 204
37 132

31 332

11 050

2006 2007 2008 June 2009

Core function #2: Operational data services and databases for police

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stolen motor vehicles databaseThe INTERPOL stolen motor vehicle database contains information on reported vehicle thefts worldwide and is considered by police investigators as an effective tool against the illegal importation of stolen motor vehicles worldwide. 



Total number of hits: 340
Period 01/01/2009 – 31/05/2009

156 countries participating
as of May 2009

Fingerprint database – number of records

38 432 39 990
46 799

56 852

67 943

85 539
93 421

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 June
2009

Core function #2: Operational data services and databases for police



Total number of hits: 22 for 
period 01/01/2009-31/05/2009 

50 countries participating
as of May 2009

DNA database – number of profiles

6 252
13 944

54 876
65 125

70 298
81 600 88 516

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 May 2009

Core function #2: Operational data services and databases for police

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DNA profile databaseThe database was created in 2002 with a single DNA profile. Since then, the number of DNA profiles submitted by participating member countries has increased exponentially. Participating member countries are actively using the DNA profile database in their criminal investigations. 



Extradition 

Comparison resulted that suspect 
known by two other names and 
wanted for burglary in GermanyDNA profile sent 

to INTERPOL

INTERPOL databases - a success story

Match with Croatian 
sample from a burglary 
suspect in 2003

Croatian police confirmed 
the suspect’s identity

NCB Zagreb sent
nominal info +  DNA samples + 
fingerprints to IPSG & NCB Vienna

Austrian police arrested
a suspect on burglary charges

Core function #2: Operational data services and databases for police

Presenter
Presentation Notes
INTERPOL databases success storySuccess story involving the use of the DNA profile and fingerprints databases:When countries submit DNA profiles to INTERPOL, they send anonymous DNA profiles without the suspect’s names or any other identifying information. In case of a possible match, or ‘hit’, with another anonymous DNA profile in the database, the NCBs involved co-ordinate with each other directly.On 27 November 2005, Austrian police arrested a suspect for burglary. As part of its criminal investigation, Austrian authorities sent the suspect’s DNA profile to INTERPOL, where a check of the database revealed that it matched another DNA profile sent by the Croatian police in 2003. Austrian police co-ordinated with the Croatian authorities, who were able to confirm the suspect’s identity. Likewise, NCB Zagreb (Croatia) sent additional nominal information and the fingerprints of the suspect to IPSG and NCB Vienna (Austria). A check of the suspect’s fingerprints in the INTERPOL database revealed that the suspect was also known by two other names, and was wanted for burglary in Germany.This incident illustrates how the different INTERPOL databases can be valuable tools in our respective national crime investigations. 



INTERPOL’s Core Function #3

Secure global
police

communications
services

Operational police
support services

Operational data
Services and
Databases for

police

Police training 
and

development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide No.15 – INTERPOL 4 CORE FunctionsCore Function No. 3, operational police support services 



Public Safety
and Terrorism

Drugs and
Organized Crime

Trafficking in
Human Beings

Financial and
High-Tech Crime

Fugitives 
Investigative 

Support

Anti-
Corruption

Operational Police Support Services
Core function #3: Operational police support services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide No.16 – INTERPOL Operational Police Support ServicesINTERPOL currently has six (6) priority crime areas – because they constitute a  threat to all regions of the world :



Operates 24 hours a day
7 days a week
in INTERPOL’s four 
official languages

Key activities
• Coordinating exchange of information among 

INTERPOL member countries
• Monitoring message traffic and media sources
• Providing crisis support:

- Incident Response Teams (IRTs)
- Disaster Victim Identification (DVI) teams

• INTERPOL Major Events Support Teams (IMESTs)

CCC
INTERPOL’s 
Command and 
Co-ordination Centre

Core function #3: Operational police support services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide No.17 – The INTERPOL Command and Coordination CentreInterpol’s Command and Control Center (CCC) is the first critical connection between member countries and the General Secretariat for all operational police activities. Located within the General Secretariat in Lyon, France, the Command and Coordination Centre is operational 24-hours-a-day, 7-days-a-week, in the four official languages of the Organization (Arabic, English, French and Spanish).  The CCC’s primary functions are: Receiving messages from National Central Bureaus, determining the priority level of each message and replying to urgent requests on a real-time basis. monitoring open-source information and messages exchanged between member countries and, if necessary, contact countries concerned for more information or to offer Interpol’s assistance during crisis situations.co-coordinating the deployment of Interpol Major Event Support Teams (IMEST) to support host countries during sporting events and world summits, and Incident Response Teams (IRT) or Disaster Victim Identification (DVI) teams to assist in the aftermath of major natural or manmade disasters. 





INTERPOL’s Core Function #4

Secure global
police

communications
services

Operational police
support services

Operational data
Services and
Databases for

police

Police training 
and

development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide No.19– INTERPOL 4 CORE Functions (training and development)Core Function No 4 is Police training and development.The aim is to enhance the capacity of member countries to effectively combat serious transnational crime.In 2008 INTERPOL ran 85 trainings for over 2000 Police officers.86 trainings are planned for 2009.This includes sharing knowledge, skills and best practices in policing and the establishment of global standards for combating specific crimes.



60 Training per Year – 1600 trainees

 Train the Trainer
 International Police Training Program (IIPTP)
 Anti-corruption Academy
 Awareness programs
 Forensics and specialised training's

Cyber crime -> Mobile Class Room

Core function #4: Police training and development

INTERPOL Worldwide Training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 29 – Worlwide trainingAs you can see, we deliver on average 60 training courses per year to 1600 Police Officers.Of course we train Police Officers on International Police Cooperation using the I-24/7 Network.But the most important is that we adapt our training to the most prevalent crimes of the region.Our training can vary from catle wrestling investigation to Police dog handling courses, wlidlife poachers tracking, DNA sampling, Fingerprint digital acquisition, Victim identification etc. etc.We also provide technical training on network security for National Security Officers. The NSOs are the Police Officers in charge of the security of our I-24/7 network in the coutnry.



INTERPOL
ISIRT

“Law enforcement is continually
challenged in a more complex and
interdependent world to devise
innovative ways to protect our
citizens and disrupt the criminals
that threaten our collective security
... cyber security, transnational
threats, drug and human trafficking,
terrorist financing – these are
problems that transcend boards and
cannot be easily addressed unless
we take a global approach to fighting
them.”

Ronald K. Noble 
INTERPOL Secretary General

October 8, 2008

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide No.20 – Current Challenges Now enough of background information for you.Let's get down to our core subject: Cyber Crime initiativesThis is a note from Mr. Ronald K. Noble who is the Segretary General of INTERPOL.For him Cyber Security is one of these areas where Law Enforcement has to quickly evolve.Law Enforcement has the duty to protect or security in the street as well as on the INTERNET.But the INTERNET by nature is a trans-national issue and cyber crime is a cross the board problem to be addressed globally.



INTERPOL
ISIRT
Why?

 2 major attacks against INTERPOL early in 2008
 Both specifically crafted to arm INTERPOL

 A global trend: 
Historical crime makes more use of ICT
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RESULT

 2008 General Assembly

Tasked INTERPOL General Secretariat to define 
security policy based on risk assessment in line 
with the “internationally accepted standards” and 
in collaboration with the National Central Bureaus

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why are we undertaking this initiative?Firstly, we at the General Secretariat have long understood the need to enhance information security because as a processor of your information, we recognise the need to be able to prove to you, via a sustainable management system, that we are using the appropriate security techniques and controls to protect your data.For this reason, we welcome resolution number AG-2008-RES-14 of the 2008 GA held in St. Petersburg that changed the implementing rules on the RPI. Specifically, according to Art. 19 of the IRPI, The General Secretariat is responsible for:establishing, based upon internationally accepted standards and in collaborationwith the National Central Bureaus, a security policy defining procedural, technicaland administrative security controls that ensure appropriate levels of confidentiality,integrity and availability for such systems, networks and/or databases;For performing the necessary risk assessment;For developing appropriate control mechanisms so as to ensure that the security ofinformation is maintained;Furthermore, the external auditors, in their report of 2007, recommended that INTERPOL adopts the ISO27000 series of international standards dealing with best practice in the field of information security. 
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International Standards

 ISMS is A Code of Best Practice for Information Security,  
based on International Standard ISO/IEC 27001

 It aims to reduce the the highest risks by employing various 
controls

 Applicable within IPSG (including SRBs) 

 Implemented in consultation with NCBs

 Information Security Management System 
(ISMS)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to comply with  the various recommendations and the text of the General Assembly resolution, the General Secretariat shall implements an ISMS or Information Security Management System.An ISMS is a sustainable information security management process defined by the International Standard ISO 27001 (Code of Practice for Information Security) and s widely used as in both Government and Commercial organizations.The General Secretariat shall implement such an ISMS for the information that it controls, owns or protects, however NCB’s will be consulted as part of the process. NCB’s are free to determine their own level of participation in the process, if any at all. The main concept of an ISMS is to identify risks to information and business processes. By understanding risk, the General Secretariat can then better target resources to addressing the most important risks, ensuring both security and value of for money.



ISMS - Continuous Improvement

ISMS

33

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I mentioned earlier, an ISMS is a sustainable process for ensuring information security. It not only ensures that the General Secretariat can comply with the relevant rules, but it will offer more transparency to Member Countries, that is to say that Member Countries will be better able to see how the GS has complied, and to understand why day to day security rules and measures are necessary.An ISMS is divided into 4 distinct phases, these are Plan, Do, Check and React.  During the PLAN phase we aim to understand the risks and establish an Informaiton Security Coordination Committee. In fact the General Secretariat has already established an Information Security Committee consisting of senior staff. The committee shall be the authoritative source of information security policy in the IPSG.A secretariat to the Information Security Committee has started work on performing risk assessments and will later define the required security controls. Risk assessments are based on interviews with core business managers. Thus, the core business is in full control of the process. Risk assessments are to be “signed off” by core business managers. Likewise any controls that might reduce one particular risk, but increase another shall be discussed and agreed with the core business. Thus it can be seen that the business will have the opportunity to decide which risks are most important to them.During the DO phase the GS will defined detailed security standards that can be used by IT developers and business managers to actually build security controls into systems and business processes.Once implemented, the controls are audited to make sure that they meet the defined standards and thar the standards actually implement policy objectives. This is the CHECK phaseThe React phase ensures that audit findings and lessens learned form security incidetns are fed back into future risk assessments and security controls selection.As we can see in the diagram, the PDCR cycle is not a one off event, but a sustainable process for managing information security. In addition to the actual security controls that will be built or acquired, the output form this cycle shall be documented at each stage. Such documentation will be available to the General Secretariat and Member Countries. I will show you the documentation deliverables in the next slide.



Key Documentation

34

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The GS has produced a high level Statement of Information Security Principles. This establishes the framework and provides the structure for the Interpol ISMS.After performing a risk assessment we shall draft core security policy. It is this policy that implements art 18 and 19 of the IRPISpecific standards will detail the security controls and can be easily changed to reflect changes to the organization or technology.As I hope is evident, such a structure will assist us to maintain relevant and up to date documentation. It will help us better communicate IPSG security policy to Member Countries and users. It helps us better understand our InfoSec structure and it makes all the differing security policies, rules, standards etc. coherent and consistent across the General Secretariat.Further, it helps us to prove our compliance with RPI and IRRPI will, hence, become more visible and transparent to you , the Member Countries.



Information Security Incident 
Response

 INTERPOL ISIRT
 Established - Feb 2009
 24/7 coverage

 International cooperation
 June 28 - Annual conference of FIRST

• Law Enforcement CSIRT Co-operation SIG
(Kyoto, Japan)

 Capacity Building 
 Sept. 09 - NSO training (Central and South Americas)

35
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A UNIQUE POSITION

Because
 Same issues that the FIRST Members
 Reaching out to 187 National Law Enforcement 
Forces

A unique understanding of seemingly conflicting 
interests:

MITIGATE DAMAGE 
vs

BRING CRIMINALS INTO JUSTICE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we saw in the last slide there are many benefits for the General Secretariat, however there are alse potentially more benefits for Member Countries.Specifically, all this can be realized without any additional work for NCB’s.However, if NCB’s wish to be more involved, they are certainly welcome to assist, but there is no obligation.The net result of this process will be more appropriate security and protection of INTERPOL’s databases and networks. What I mean is that we will be better able o balance security needs with police needs to share and transmit data in a timely manner.Member Countries can use the INTERPOL ISMS as a blueprint for their own, it will help those countries who wish to implement their own ISMS to build capacity and competence in this domain.To summarize;We believe that this is an initiative that will add significant value to IPSG in terms of information security, will have many benefits or NCB’s, but requires little or no resources or work from NCBs.The GS will be better able to assist NSOs by having clear guidance, policy and standards based upon factsi the form of risk assessment. This will be particularly useful at times of expanding INTERPOL services beyond an NCB.The INTERPOL ISMS will not be binding upon NCB’s, rather as defined in the IRPI, NCB’s must ensure an equivalent level of protection. We believe that the ISMS will deliver a policy at a level that will make ensuring equivalence fairly easy for Member Countries.As part of our training and awareness campaign, we envisage a specific Infosec conference for NCB’s and NSOs in 2010. Such initiatives will help NSO’s develop further skills in this area.
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Help each other?
Our roles as Incident Response

Crime statistics and trends
Centralise queries and relay them globally
Promote new tools for both communities

Report crimes

Our roles as Law Enforcement ISP

Continued extension of I-24/7
Training for I-24/7 National Security Officers 

Provide first hand information on current attacks
Provide early warning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we saw in the last slide there are many benefits for the General Secretariat, however there are alse potentially more benefits for Member Countries.Specifically, all this can be realized without any additional work for NCB’s.However, if NCB’s wish to be more involved, they are certainly welcome to assist, but there is no obligation.The net result of this process will be more appropriate security and protection of INTERPOL’s databases and networks. What I mean is that we will be better able o balance security needs with police needs to share and transmit data in a timely manner.Member Countries can use the INTERPOL ISMS as a blueprint for their own, it will help those countries who wish to implement their own ISMS to build capacity and competence in this domain.To summarize;We believe that this is an initiative that will add significant value to IPSG in terms of information security, will have many benefits or NCB’s, but requires little or no resources or work from NCBs.The GS will be better able to assist NSOs by having clear guidance, policy and standards based upon factsi the form of risk assessment. This will be particularly useful at times of expanding INTERPOL services beyond an NCB.The INTERPOL ISMS will not be binding upon NCB’s, rather as defined in the IRPI, NCB’s must ensure an equivalent level of protection. We believe that the ISMS will deliver a policy at a level that will make ensuring equivalence fairly easy for Member Countries.As part of our training and awareness campaign, we envisage a specific Infosec conference for NCB’s and NSOs in 2010. Such initiatives will help NSO’s develop further skills in this area.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we saw in the last slide there are many benefits for the General Secretariat, however there are alse potentially more benefits for Member Countries.Specifically, all this can be realized without any additional work for NCB’s.However, if NCB’s wish to be more involved, they are certainly welcome to assist, but there is no obligation.The net result of this process will be more appropriate security and protection of INTERPOL’s databases and networks. What I mean is that we will be better able o balance security needs with police needs to share and transmit data in a timely manner.Member Countries can use the INTERPOL ISMS as a blueprint for their own, it will help those countries who wish to implement their own ISMS to build capacity and competence in this domain.To summarize;We believe that this is an initiative that will add significant value to IPSG in terms of information security, will have many benefits or NCB’s, but requires little or no resources or work from NCBs.The GS will be better able to assist NSOs by having clear guidance, policy and standards based upon factsi the form of risk assessment. This will be particularly useful at times of expanding INTERPOL services beyond an NCB.The INTERPOL ISMS will not be binding upon NCB’s, rather as defined in the IRPI, NCB’s must ensure an equivalent level of protection. We believe that the ISMS will deliver a policy at a level that will make ensuring equivalence fairly easy for Member Countries.As part of our training and awareness campaign, we envisage a specific Infosec conference for NCB’s and NSOs in 2010. Such initiatives will help NSO’s develop further skills in this area.
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Contact : isirt@interpol.int

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide No.48– Priority in 2008I have talked about how INTERPOL can support your activities in the fight against cyber crime and what services are available for your investigation.I hope my presentation helps you better understand the INTERPOL tools and activities to combat cyber crime.Thank you.
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